We study the spin dynamics in antiferromagnetic nanowire under an applied temperature gradient using micromagnetic simulations on a classical spin model with an uniaxial anisotropy. The entropic torque driven domain-wall motion and the Brownian motion are discussed in detail, and their competition determines the antiferromagnetic wall motion towards the hotter or colder region. Furthermore, the spin dynamics in an antiferromagnet can be well tuned by the anisotropy and the temperature gradient. Thus, this work not only reproduces the main conclusions obtained in earlier works [Kim et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 020402(R) (2015); Selzer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 107201 (2016)], but more importantly gives the concrete conditions under which these conclusions apply respectively. Our results may provide useful information on the antiferromagnetic spintronics for future experiments and storage device design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Antiferromangetic (AFM) materials have very recently attracted increasing interest due to their potential applications in the field of antiferromagnetic spintronics, [1] [2] [3] [4] especially since the modulation and detection of the magnetic state are realized through spin torque effects 5, 6 and magnetoresistive properties. 1, [7] [8] [9] More importantly, the replacement of ferromagnets by antiferromagnets in the active components of spintronic devices is believed to improve the performance stability and to enhance the element density and the information writing/reading speeds of the devices. 1, 10 First, information stored in AFM domains and/or domain walls is insensitive to an applied magnetic field. Second, zero net magnetic moment in an AFM element would not magnetically disturb its neighbors, allowing the elements to be arranged in devices with high density. Furthermore, the frequencies of spin dynamics in an antiferromagnet are much higher than those in a ferromagnet, which makes AFM spintronics more promising. Thus, AFM materials are strongly suggested to play an important role in future storage devices, and several works to search for efficient methods of driving AFM domain wall (DW) motion are available.
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Most recently, it was experimentally reported that an applied electrical current can trigger the local staggered spin polarizations and in turn induce the local staggered effective field in CuMnAs due to the spinorbit effect, resulting in the reorientations of antiferromagnetic moments. 2, 16 Subsequently, the effective field driven DW motion with a high speed was theoretically demonstrated, suggesting that antiferromagnets such as CuMnAs are good candidates for AFM spintronic applications. 17, 18 On the other hand, it has been uncovered that various spin wave modes provide different driving forces for the DW motion in an AFM system: linearly polarized spin wave drives DW movtion towards the spin wave source, while circularly polarized one keeps a DW away from the source. 11, 19 Furthermore, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction may results in faster and more controllable motion of AFM-DWs. 20 In the AFM wire system, transverse elastic waves may induce various spin dynamic modes, and the dependence of the spin torque associated with DW on the wave number has been figured out theoretically. 13 However, these predictions are hard to be realized in experiments considering the limitation of technological ability.
Fortunately, thermally driven DW motion under temperature(T ) gradient in an antiferromagnet has been demonstrated by numerical calculations on a classical spin model in earlier work.
12 On the one hand, similar to the ferromagnetic case, [21] [22] [23] [24] Selzer et al suggested that the entropic torque (ET) induced by the T -gradient plays an essential role in the DW motion and drives the wall to the hotter regions. More interestingly, it is suggested that the domain wall is not tilted during its motion, resulting in the absence of the Walker breakdown as well as the lack of inertia in antiferromagnets, which are outstanding merits for technical applications and make antiferromagnets distinctly different from ferromagnets. On the other hand, another recent work by Kim et al suggested that the DW in an antiferromagnet should move towards the colder regions driven by a thermal stochastic force caused by the T -gradient, based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
25 This is actually a Brownian motion mode. Therefore, the two consequences as suggested respectively by the two groups are opposite, noting that they studied the same spin model. As a matter of fact, by using an example of a ferromagnetic (FM) DW, the competition between the Brownian force and other T -gradient-induced forces such as the entropic force has been discussed in earlier works. It is suggested that the DW width is very important in modulating these forces and affects the motion of the FM-DW.
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These important works afford us valuable experience in the study of AFM-DW motion under a T -gradient. This study is very important for basic physics due to the fact that the T -gradient driven domain wall motion may apply to other modulation methods such as Néel spin-orbit torques. 2, 27, 28 Moreover, it could provide detailed information on thermally driven DW motion, allowing one to control this motion accurately through elaborately adjusting process parameters, which is very meaningful for future spintronic device design. Thus, this study is essential both in basic physical research and for potential applications.
In this work, we study the AFM spin dynamics of a classical spin model with an uniaxial anisotropy under a T -gradient, using the stochastic Landau-LifshitzGilbert simulations. We figure out that the entropic torque driven motion and the Brownian motion of the DWs always coexist in an anitiferromagnet and a strong competition between them is expected. The comprehensive effect is mainly determined by the magnitudes of the uniaxial anisotropy and the T -gradient. Therefore, the present work not only reproduces well the main conclusions reached in the earlier works, 12,25 but also gives the concrete conditions under which these conclusions apply respectively. Our results appear to be a more general approach to the AFM spin dynamics.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the model and the computation method will be described. Section III is devoted to the numerical results and discussion, and the conclusion is presented in Sec. IV.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
We study the dynamics of an AFM-DW under a linear T -gradient based on a classical spin model with isotropic Heisenberg exchanges between the nearest neighbors and an uniaxial anisotropy term. The model Hamiltonian is stated as
where J < 0 is the AFM coupling magnitude, S i represents the normalized magnetic moment at site i, and D z > 0 is the anisotropy constant defining an easy axis in the z (wire axis) direction. The AFM spin dynamics at finite T is investigated by the stochastic Landau-LifshitzGilbert equation,
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α ≡ 0.01 is the Gilbert damping constant, 12,32 H i = -∂H /∂S i + ζ i (t ) is the effective field with an additional white noise term representing the thermal fluctuations (random field) satisfying the fuctuation-dissipation theorem:
The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert simulations are performed on an AFM nanowire described as a w × h × L (w = 6, h = 6, L = 600 unless stated elsewhere) elongated threedimensional lattice (lattice parameter a 0 ) with open boundary conditions using the Heuns method with a time step ∆t =2 × 10 −4 |µ s /γJ|. 34 After sufficient relaxation for a DW, we apply a linear T -gradient to the lattice along the z -axis and observe the AFM-DW motion. As long as the temperature gradient is sufficiently small, equilibrium thermodynamics can be applied.Especially, various D z and T -gradients ∇T are studied in details, and the remaining parameters are fixed for simplicity.
Furthermore, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are also performed using the standard Metropolis algorithm 35 to obtain the equilibrium state of the lattice and to calculate some thermodynamic parameters. Specifically, the staggered magnetization is defined as n(T ) = |m 1 (T ) -m 2 (T )|, where m 1,2 are the magnetizations of the two sublattices. Furthermore, the internal energy E = H and its fluctuation δE = H 2 -H 2 are also calculated in order to calculate the free energy fluctuation δf through the free energy Γ vs. E relation
with β = 1/k B T.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Entropic torque driven domain wall motion
First, we study the entropic torque driven DW motion when a T -gradient is applied. Here, this effective torque is caused by the thermodynamic effect of minimizing the free energy, completely different from the well-known spin transfer torque which is normally resulted from direct interaction between spin current and local spin. According to the theory on entropic torque, a T -gradient in an antiferromagnet induces a DW energy gradient and in turn generates an equivalent entropic field 12,21,22 The MC simulated n(T ) curves for various D z are given in the insert of Fig. 2 . In the low T region, the n(T ) curve can be linearly fitted, and ∂n/∂T is reasonably calculated. With the increase of D z , the anisotropy energy is enhanced, further stabilizing the AFM order (∂n/∂T is decreased). Furthermore, ∆ 0 is inversely proportional to √ D z , and significantly deceases as D z increases. As a result, for a fixed T -gradient, the entropic field increases with the increasing uniaxial anisotropy, as clearly shown in Fig. 2 which presents the calculated field as a function of ∇T for various D z . In this ideal case, the field simultaneously increases from zero when ∇T is applied, resulting in the DW motion to the hotter regions, as revealed in the work of Selzer et al . 12 This physical process can be well explained from the free energy landscape, as schematically depicted in Fig. 3(a) . During the DW motion, the entropy of the system is increased (S → S ′ ), while the free energy is decreased (F → F ′ ). Thus, even a small entropic torque (F ≈ F ′ ) is sufficient to drive the DW motion.
However, thermal fluctuations cannot be avoided at finite T, and the fluctuations of entropy (δs and δs ′ ) and free energy (δf and δf ′ ) are inevitable, as depicted in Fig.  3(b) . Thus, when the free energy difference ∆F = F -F ′ is much smaller than the free energy fluctuation, the entropic torque driven DW motion could be suppressed. In order to study the free energy difference, we calculate the free energy of DW as a function of T by 22, 36 Fig. 4(a) shows the calculated e(T ) curves for various D z . With decreasing D z , e is obviously decreased. Fur- 3 . Schematic of entropy(free energy) transition during the entropic torque driven domain wall motion. (a)in the ideal case and (b) in the realistic case considering thermal fluctuations thermore, we also calculate the ratio of ∆F to δf, i.e. ρ = ∆F /δf, to qualitatively describe the effect of entropic torque. Without loss of generality, ∆F is calculated by ∆F (T 1 ,T 2 ) = S c |e(T 2 ) -e(T 1 )| where S c is the crosssectional area of the nanowire, and δf is the free energy fluctuation at the average temperature δf ((T 1 + T 2 )/2) with T 1 and T 2 are temperatures at the two ends of the nanowire lattice. Fig. 4(b) gives the calculated ρ in the (T 1 , T 2 ) parameter plane at D z = 0.1J for L = 200. It is clearly shown that ρ quickly increases as the T -gradient increases, consistent with Eq. (3). Thus, given the same temperature difference, ρ is significantly decreased for a larger L, as shown in Fig. 4(c) which gives the calculated ρ for L = 400. Furthermore, the calculated ρ at D z = 0.01 for L = 400 is presented in Fig. 4(d) which demonstrates an important dependence of ρ on D z . It is noted that e is remarkably reduced with decreasing D z , resulting in the decrease of ρ. As a result, for an AFM system with small D z under weak T -gradient, the effect of entropic torque should be significantly suppressed, resulting in the suppression of the entropic torque driven DW motion to the hotter regions.
B. Brownian motion of a domain wall
In this subsection, we study the Brownian motion of DW in the absence of T -gradient using the LandauLifshitz-Gilbert simulations performed on an 8 × 8 × 80 lattice with periodic boundary condition which is applied in the wire axis direction in order to maintain the DW. Fig. 5 presents the deviation of the DW position from the midpoint of the lattice ∆L as a function of time τ for various T. It is clearly shown that the DW is strongly deviated from the midpoint by thermal fluctuations at high T (T ≥ 0.01J ). With the decreasing T, thermal fluctuations and the midpoint deviation of the DW are quickly suppressed. At low T (T < 10 −4 J ), the deviation is completely diminished and the DW hardly moves, as clearly shown in Fig. 5 , an obvious fact.
To some extent, the DW shifting due to the thermal fluctuations at finite T can be analogically understood based on the classical particle Brownian motion theory. Thus, we further study the probability distribution of the DW positions (PDP) and give the results in Fig. 6 . Here, over 1200 samples are simulated and counted in order to achieve reasonable data reliability. It is clearly shown that all PDP curves are axis-symmetric (∆L = 0) and exhibit the character of the Gaussian distribution, well consistent with the conclusion of the classical Brownian motion theory. 37, 38 Furthermore, the width of the Gaussian function is increased with increasing time, as clearly shown in Fig. 6(a) which presents the results at T = 0.1J and D z = 0.1J for various times, further confirming the Brownian motion nature of DW. On the other hand, Fig. 6(b) shows the calculated PDP at T = 0.1J and ∆τ = 50 for various D z . For a fixed shifting time, the width of the Gaussian function increases with the decrease of D z , demonstrating that the Brownian motion of an AFM-DW is not favored by the uniaxial anisotropy. Thus, in the Brownian motion of DW, D z plays a similar role as that of the particle mass (inertia) in the classical theory. As a result, the Brownian motion of DW is enhanced for a system with small D z , contrary to the DW motion driven by the entropic torque.
Furthermore, it is well known that the particle probability density in the colder region is larger than that in the hot region due to the different mobilities of the particles under an applied T -gradient. Similarly, the Brownian motion of an AFM-DW is also a statistical behavior, ensuring that one observes more likely the DW in the low T regions. Thus, the Brownian motion effect and en- tropic torque effect for an AFM-DW compete with each other, and the motions can be modulated by the uniaxial anisotropy and the applied T -gradient, to be discussed in detail in the following subsection.
C. Competition between Brownian motion and entropic torque
First, we highlight in Table 1 the effects of the uniaxial anisotropy and T -gradient on the DW motion driven respectively or together by the Browaian motion and entropic torque, as characterized by the driving force and speed, as uncovered in the earlier works 12, 25 and in this work. As a matter of fact, these effects have been confirmed in our Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert simulations. On the one hand, Fig. 7(a) where "+" is for positive effect, "−" for negetive and "=" for ineffectiveness.
Dz
∇T colder region which is mainly attributed to the Brownin motion. It is noted from Table 1 that D z hinders the Brownian motion of the DW and enhances the entropic torque, which speeds down the wall motion. Thus, the DW motion becomes slower with increasing D z and even reverses for large enough D z (D z > 0.1), as clearly shown in our simulated results.
On the other hand, an applied T -gradient contribute both to the Brownian motion and entropic torque driven motion of the DW, resulting in a strong competition between the two motions. Thus, the Landau-LifshitzGilbert simulations are also performed to make clearly the comprehensive effects of the T -gradient, and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 7(b) . For small ∇T = 1 × 10 −5 J /a 0 at D z = 0.01, the DW apparently moves toward the colder region. Similarly, the velocity significantly decreases with the increase of ∇T, suggesting that the T -gradient favors the entropic torque driven motion more than the Brownian motion of the DW. When ∇T increases to above 2 × 10 −5 J /a 0 , the entropic torque driven motion takes advantage of the Brownian motion, resulting in the motion of the DW toward the hotter regions, as uncovered in our simulations.
In earlier works, it has been pointed out that for the FM/AFM case that a Brownian force dominates the other forces when the DW width is large enough, and the other forces such as an entropic force dominate a Brownian force when the DW width is small. 25, 26 As a matter of fact, the numerical results of the AFM-DW motion in this work also agree well with the analytical result. Specifically, larger/smaller D z yields a smaller/larger DW width, which makes an entropic/Brownian force stronger. Thus, the present work seems to reveal once more that spin dynamics of antiferromagents are complex and fascinating, and can be well modulated through tuning related parameters. The motions of the AFM-DW under applied T -gradients have attracted attention for a few years, but their microscopic mechanisms had been ambiguous before the present simulations.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have studied the spin dynamics in antiferromagnetic nanowire under the applied temperature gradient using micromagnetic simulations in combination of Monte Carlo simulations. It is revealed that there is a strong competition between the Brownian motion and the entropic torque driven motion of the domain-wall, resulting in a complex spin dynamics in antiferromagnets. Furthermore, the uniaxial anisotropy and the temperature gradient have been confirmed to play essential roles in determining the motion of the wall. Thus, the motions of antiferromagnetic domain-wall in opposite directions have been well explained in this work, which may provide useful information for future storage device design.
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